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The Water Ship News is a monthly e-newsletter for teachers, students, and community members who are interested in

salmon, watersheds, and our local ecosystems. Each edition features community events and learning resources submitted

by stewardship organizations, educators, community members and more.

Feel free to contact Brian (brian@seaquaria.org) or Yuko (yuko@seaquaria.org) with questions regarding equipment or

tank maintenance. 
 

Salmon eggs are hatching into alevin!

 
Stream to Sea thanks all the educators and students for doing a wonderful job raising their eggs and alevin. Some

participants are reporting their eggs are hatching and alevin are now populating the bottom of their salmon tanks! We

welcome any photo updates from our classroom participants. 
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We have dealt with a few wind-related power outages and tank issues, all of which have been caught quickly. Keep up that

great monitoring and let us know if any equipment begins to malfunction! 

 

If you have any questions, please contact Brian (brian@seaquaria.org) or Yuko (yuko@seaquaria.org).

Educational Resources and Events

Stream 2 Sea is offering online Zoom presentations on the salmon lifecycle and how it is connected to your

watershed! Fill out the Google form available here to book a time slot. One hour presentations aimed at grades K-6

are available in the coming weeks at 10am or 1pm, Monday to Thursday.

Researchers in the Department of Medical Biochemistry and Microbiology at the University of Uppsala, Sweden

have determined that magnetic crystals found in the noses of salmon could aid navigation from the ocean back to

their natal streams. The link above leads to a digestible summary of the original research paper, which was

published January 18th, 2022.

The Outdoor Learning Store, in collaboration with Take Me Outside and outdoor learning

partners,  is offering a FREE virtual workshop series. Each workshop is 60 minutes long,

with previous workshops recorded and posted on their page. You can register for upcoming

free workshops and browse past workshops here.

The Pacific Streamkeepers Federation  has created a streamkeepers handbook, filled with

free modules detailing how to conduct stream mapping, stream habitat surveys, and

invertebrate surveys. These would be valuable resources for any stream-based education.

Nicole Smith (Archaeologist and Educator based in Songhees, Esquimalt, and WSÁNEĆ territory) is offering

bookings for interactive Zoom or in-person presentations on archaeology with an indigenous lens. Nicole states

"The Archaeological Society of BC still has grants of up to $200 available for archaeology presentations in grades

K-12 for all school districts! To secure a grant, reach out to ASBC President, Raini Johnson, and ASBC treasurer,

Angela Dyck, and they will provide further information about how to proceed. Their emails

are: asbc.president@gmail.com and angie.dyck@gmail.com "

The International Year of the Salmon has released a Seminar Series called

"Exploring Frontiers of Salmon Research in Open Ocean Ecosystems" which

are available on YouTube. Seven advanced in-depth seminars are available

now; 

Seminar 1: Salmon in the open ocean: Can high seas research inform

challenges in salmon management? - https://youtu.be/OYWDKJvsybI   

Seminar 2: The secret lives of salmon in the high seas: Findings from the

2019 and 2020 Gulf of Alaska Expeditions - https://youtu.be/2jPsuDEAEWI 

 

Seminar 3: Will we need ships to go to sea in 10 years?: The role of

autonomous vehicles in high seas research - https://youtu.be/tXt5oIYxPjo   

Seminar 4: Salmon genomics: Tiny clues provide big insights into the lives

of salmon at sea - https://youtu.be/732Vk2X5ry8   

Seminar 5: Open ocean to open source: The power of data in a rapidly changing world

- https://youtu.be/LNWI1c6OzwI   

Seminar 6: Connecting high seas research to management actions: A collaboration across the salmosphere

- https://youtu.be/0hS6wyaMfMQ 
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Seminar 7: Beyond the 2022 Expedition: The future of high seas research in the North Pacific

- https://youtu.be/ir_n3h_J5ls  

 The Clam Garden Network is offering a FREE Zoom event on March 4th. Register for the event here.

Bob Turner has released an exceptional educational video titled "The Salish Sea - A Single Body of
Life" that is suitable for K-12 viewers. Bob states; "If you understood that the Salish Sea functions
like a tree, a single living organism, would you appreciate the Salish Sea more? That question is
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the idea behind my new movie “The Salish Sea – A single body of life”. Scientists say that the
entire Salish Sea, from Campbell River, BC in the north to Olympia Washington in the south, is a

single ecosystem. But what does that mean? This is my second movie that explores the question of
what makes the Salish Sea, our own backyard piece of the Pacific Ocean, so rich with marine life."

Stream to Sea Program is currently coordinated by Seaquaria Ocean Education. For additional resources and programs, please visit our website

and social media pages. 

Seaquaria acknowledges and respects the Lekwungen-speaking Peoples on whose traditional and unceded territories we work and the Songhees,

Esquimalt, T’Sou-ke, WSANEC and other First Nations peoples whose historical relationships with the land continue to this day.

Copyright © 2022 Seaquaria Ocean Education, World Fisheries Trust. All rights reserved. 
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